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E. SECURITY

The T Plant Complex (T Plant) Operating Unit Group will be operated to minimize exposure of the general public and operating personnel to dangerous waste.

E.1 Security

Refer to Permit Attachment 3, Security. The T Plant Operating Unit Group is located within the 200 Area of the Hanford Facility and access will be controlled by physical barriers, which complies with WAC 173-303-310(2)(c). Signs stating Danger-Unauthorized Personnel Keep Out, or equivalent language, legible at 25 feet or more, will be posted near the entrance of each T Plant dangerous waste management unit.

E.1.1 Waiver

Waiver of the security procedures and equipment requirements for the T Plant Operating Unit Group are not requested, therefore; WAC 173-303-310(1)(a) and (b) are not applicable to the T Plant Operating Unit Group.
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